Redbuds

Small popular tree available in either single trunk or clump forms. Found natively in the woods or as an understory tree but will also tolerate full sun. Flowers in early Spring before leaves appear. Drought tolerant.

**Eastern Redbud:** Native to our region. Grows to 20’-30’ tall X 25’-35’ wide.

**Forest Pansy:** A cultivated variety found as a mutation of the native species. Same mature size and bloom as the Eastern but leaves emerge in a shiny, rich maroon color producing a truly outstanding element for the landscape.

**Appalachian Red:** Be one of the first to enjoy this new variety. Slightly smaller than the species but bloom is truly outstanding – a fluorescent bubblegum pink color.

**Little Woody:** Interesting new dwarf selection. Compact, vase shape. The original plant is 10’ tall X 8’ wide. Dark gnarled leaves spaced very close to each other along the limbs.

**Covey (Lavendar Twist):** Very popular weeping variety with same bloom and leaves as the native. Usually grows 4’-10’ tall with an equal spread. A true specimen plant which form adds to a garden’s appeal even out of the growing season.